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SkateArt is a unique cultural centre in Città dello Sport of Tor Vergata, in the suburbs of Rome, that

supports and combines art and sport. It is a safe place where its customers can discover street art and

practice skateboarding, two activities that connect and stimulate people to action, and that will be

combined as never before. Part of Città dello Sport will be rebuilt and transformed into an amazing cultural

centre, with indoor and outdoor skateboarding ramps, meeting areas, a street art space, rentable rooms

and a cafeteria.

Therefore, SkateArt is an opportunity for young people, the main customers of the centre, but also for the

city:  Città dello Sport of Tor Vergata is now abandoned and its rebuilding has the power to rehabilitate the

neighbourhood.

SkateArt is also organizing activities for its customers. The primary ones are master classes about street art

techniques and styles, whose teachers will include important names of the street culture environment, and

also weekly skateboarding courses and competitions will be organized. These, besides involving young

people in the life of the centre, will make the project self-financed already the third year of activities.

0 . EXECUT I VE  SUMMARY

S K A T E A R T  I S  T H E  M I X  O F  T W O  W O R D S :  S K A T E B O A R D I N G  A N D  S T R E E T  A R T
 

S K A T E A R T  I S  E N E R G Y ,  P O W E R  A N D  E X P R E S S I O N
 

S K A T E A R T  I S  T H E  P L A C E  W H E R E  Y O U N G  P E O P L E  C A N  E X P R E S S  T H E I R  I N N E R
W O R L D  A N D  C U L T I V A T E  T H E I R  P A S S I O N S

 

S K A T E A R T  C R E A T E S  O P P O R T U N I T I E S ,  E N C O U R A G E S  E D U C A T I O N ,  H O N O U R S
S T R E E T  C U L T U R E  A N D  P R O M O T E S  L E G A L I T Y .
 

S K A T E A R T  I S  W H A T  R O M E  N E E D S  R I G H T  N O W .
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COMPANY  OVERV I EW1 .

The mission of SkateArt is to provide a safe place to young people in which they can

practice skateboarding and street art, while creating a cool meeting point for

socializing, exchanging experiences and growing together.

The vision is to engage young people to be more active and creative through arts and

sports.                     

SkateArt Group SRL respects those who live skateboarding in every way, being it

considered a sport, a culture or a hobby. Moreover, the business has set itself the

challenge of raising street art to an exclusive sphere of intervention, favouring the

public and urban context. The art of young people can emerge and convert the

surrounding territory into a positive one, and give voice to the primary creative need

far from the sense of rebellion, revolutioning an environment in which the chromatic

tone of grey prevails.

MISSION

VISION

Create a meeting place for art and sports lovers.

 

Raise awareness, knowledge and interest about the street culture.

 

Rehabilitate the neighbourhood.

 

Reduce vandalism and accidents in the neighbourhood.

MAIN AMIS 

SKATEART GROUP SRL

SkateArt Group SRL is a company whose objective is diffusing culture and sport

among the new generations. Therefore, throughout the proposal of different projects

and activities, it sets itself the aim of educating young people about the importance

of sports and art in today’s society and lifestyle. SkateArt is the first major initiative of

SkateArt Group SRL that aims to reach young citizens in Rome, by giving a new value

to the Tor Vergata district.

THE COMPANY
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SkateArt Group SRL will combine different elements, such as delivering different services, selling

merchandising and providing a cafeteria. Therefore, a limited liability company (LLC) will be

established, with an initial sum of 10,000 euros of paid-up capital, and adding the rest of the

necessary capital, in order to support the costs of the notary and the accountant, through the help

of financers. Needing to ask for substantial funding to start the business, the financial intermediary

will look at the legal form because from it the seriousness of the business project can be better

perceived. In fact, the ambition of opening a capital company using the money of the team of

SkateArt Group SRL is to show to a potential lender that the entrepreneurs are willing to risk their

own money to value the project more seriously.

In SkateArt limited liability company, the shareholders will own part of the capital, having limited

liabilities. The administration of the company will be entrusted to one or more shareholders. 



2 . PROJECT  DESCR I P T I ON

SKATEBOARD ING

SkateArt wants to be a place where teenagers and young adults can express themselves through art and

skateboarding, while being surrounded by people who are driven by the same passions and interests.

S TREETART

Skateboarding is more than a mere sport discipline,
it is an activity that in its inner nature finds the

strength to offer the individual multiple
opportunities, both for fun and life education.

Courses
 

The skate school emerges as an initiative to bring

young people and adults to art and creation through

the practice of skateboarding.

SkateArt will include courses in its program in order

to:

promote the practice of skateboarding in a safe

and controlled environment. 

introduce the sporting practice according to those

educational principles that in the course of history

have gone beyond any situation, uniting the

people with different religions, ideologies and

nationalities;

 

The courses will be divided into three levels: Basic,

Intermediate and Advanced, in order to involve

anyone interested.

 

Furthermore, some more specific courses will be

organized, that will touch the main longboarding

styles and practices.

 

(See annex 2.1 for further information)

 

 

 

Masterclasses
 

In order to stimulate people to create and to teach

the artistic process that lays under the making of

murals, masterclasses about street art will be

organized once a month.

During the class, participants will create a mural

together with the selected artist/artists, either on one

of the walls of the centre building or on canvases.

Indeed, the produced mural works will help to

decorate the SkateArt building as well.

People will have the chance to learn about the

different street art techniques and learn about the

experience of the artist. The list of street artists is

available in the annexes. SkateArt will do an Open

Call for emerging artists that will decorated the walls

together with the selected artists.

 

(See annex 2.3, 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 for further information)

 

Street Art is one of the most widespread artistic
movements in the world: it is a dynamic

phenomenon that is in continuous evolution and
whose borders are often difficult to define. Therefore,

what does it mean to make Urban Art? Which are
the techniques? What is like to be a street artist?
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SKATEBOARD ING RENTABLE  SPACE

Contests
 

A Skateboarding competition is a fundamental

moment for every skater: it is a challenging

experience that shows participants what they can do

under pressure and how good their skills are

compared to the others. Plus, it is a way to meet new

people and it is fun!

 

Competitions will be organized almost every month

and will be targeting different categories of

skateboarders, so that everyone will have the

possibility to participate. 

 

(See annex 2.2 for further information)

 

As the building offers a lot of space and potential,

SkateArt will offer the possibility of renting the centre,

either completely or just an area. The possibility for

the space rent depends of the official calendar of

SkateArt and can be done directly on the website.

The contract for the space rent is available in the

annexes.

(See annex 2.10 for a model of contract)

 

DC Shoes is the sponsor of DC Skate Italy, the most important Italian

skateboarding team, that in 2020 will participate to the Olympics

Games in Tokyo.

As DC will be the main sponsor of the project, SkateArt has selected

Daniele Galli, one member of DC Skate Italy, as the SkateArt

ambassador. Daniele Galli was the team manager till 2018 and now is

the Technical Commissioner for the Italian Skateboarding, while

continuing to be part of the DC team. As an ambassador, Mr Galli will

represent and support SkateArt, participate to the adults competitions

as a judge and awards the winners, and be on the marketing 

 campaigns.

EMBASSADOR

In order to participate to the activities, courses and

masterclasses that SkateArt organizes or simply enter

the centre, it will be necessary to be registered and

own a membership card,  that it will be personal and

lasts one year. There will be two different kind of

memberships: basic and deluxe, that will also include

the membership in FISR   (Federazione Italiana Sport

Rotellistici - Italian Federation of Wheel Sports).

 

(See annex 2.4 for further information)

MEMBERSH I P

A cafeteria will be included in the indoor structure, so

that its members and the inhabitants of Tor Vergata

will have a place to meet, relax and have a coffee or a

snack. The cafeteria service will be outsourced: an

external company will be hired and will deal with its

set up and management. The company will pay a

rental fee for using the space. However, in order to

ensure a good quality of food, the company that will

be hired will have to fulfil some efficiency and quality

requirements:

Sell organic products;

Show a clear description of the ingredients of the

recipes, alerting about allergies like gluten and

lactose among others;

Meet the quality requirements set by the

European Food Safety Authority (EFSA).

Respecting the Food Safety policy of EU;

Implement business policy sustainable methods

that are not aggressive to the environment,

respecting non-waste of food and excessive use of

plastic;

Through market research, SkateArt has found a list of

cafeterias and restaurants that fulfil the requirements

established. This list is available in the annexes of the

project.

(See annex 2.11 for further information)

CAFETER IA
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ADD I T I ONAL  ACT I V I T I E S

Workshops for INCLUSIVITY
 

SkateArt wants to be as inclusive as possible, so two workshops will

be organized that will address people with disabilities. The idea will

be initiated as a workshop to then have the possibility to become a

course with the passing of time and by gaining more experience in

the field.

Visually impaired students:

SkateArt will invite the founders of the project Skating in the Dark

Skate school in order to make a one-day workshop in which

professional teachers will teach visually impaired students the

basics of Skateboarding.

WCMX

WCMX stands for Wheelchair Motocross, also called Hardcore

Sitting and Chairskating, and it is the practice of skateboarding

with a wheelchair. SkateArt will invite Ilaria Naef, the first Italian

WCMX athlete, to held a lecture about her experience and to

teach some tricks to the participants.

 

 

Schools program
 

SkateArt will be organising some workshops targeting elementary

and middle school students: an educational program aimed at

bringing young people closer to the contemporary artistic

expressions, identifying their personal artistic style and converting the

tendency of soiling walls into expressiveness. These workshops will be

organized together with the teachers of the classes and adapted to

the specific needs, with the possibility of holding some activities

directly in the schools.

 

 

Movies and documentaries
 

Skateboarding and street art are unique, they are characterized by a

special lifestyle and a specific culture: it is something that goes

beyond the mere concept of sport and art and leads into the social.

In order to spread completely the vision and lifestyle that

characterizes street culture, once per month, the first Wednesday, a

movie or documentary will be shown at SkateArt, so that its

members can fully understand the magic world that exist beyond

these two simple activities. 

(See annex 2.8 for further information)

 

 

Summer camp
 

Once the school is over, SkateArt will organize a SKATEART SUMMER

CAMP, for boys and girls from 7 to 14 years old. The camp will include

many different activities that deal with street art and skateboarding,

with the aim of being entertaining and educational at the same time. 

(See annex 2.9 for further information)
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3 . MARKET  ANALYS I S

From the SWOT Analysis it was possible to conclude that SkateArt is a great

opportunity for the revaluation of Tor Vergata neighbourhood; this project will

provide a safe place to street artists and skaters and an opportunity for the

Municipality of Rome to rebuild Città dello Sport, a huge place abandoned for

many years now. One of the major aims of the project is to promote legality; in fact, 

SkateArt represents a convenient partner for the city as it will reduce vandalism,

accidents and fines for people who are practicing skateboarding and street art in

public spaces. Moreover, the project will be self-financed in three years, becoming

independent from external institutions quite soon. SkateArt will collaborate with

the three most important Italian skateparks (Pinbowl Indoor Skatepark, Bunker

Skatepark, and El Nino Skatepark,)creating more activities and programs that stress

the importance of art and skateboarding. Furthermore, in Italy, the law that

regulates street art does not clearly define the rights that the artists have when

they create a work on a urban wall. Therefore,  SkateArt will provide the solution by

offering a protected environment in which artists can express their art without

being afraid of the consequences.

(See annex 3.2 for furher information)

Through the Pestel analysis, the business environment results ready to receive

SkateArt in the socio-cultural side: Italy has a well-developed sport system, as

physical activities are really important for the italian population; moreover, culture

and art have a strong value for the community. These factors have to be  exploited

to develop SkateArt.  The Italian economic environment is in favour of the project as

well, as the cultural and creative sectors are nowadys increasing, generating almost

€96 billion per year and having reached already a value of 2.9% higher than 2018.

Finally, in Italy there is a lack of education in the environmental challenge: SkateArt

will use renewable energy and a sustainable system in order to hinder the climate

change.

(See annex 3.3 for further information)

SWOT

PESTE L  ANALYS I S

The results of Porter’s Analysis are quite good for SkateArt, showing that it has a

good and stable position in the market. In Italy, it does not exist a project that

mixes skateboarding and street art. Moreover, the partnership with the Municipality

of Rome and the famous sponsor DC will give credibility to the project. Finally,

because of the influence that skateboarding will generate by being part of the next

Olympic Games, customers will gain potential on SkayeArt business.

(See annex 3.4 for further information)

PORTER ' S  F I VE  FORCES
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MARKET  RESEARCH TARGET  MARKET  ANALYS I S

Tor Vergata Community:
 

15-29 year old people: 40.482;

 

Tor Vergata University: 29.222 students;

 

108.786 families;

 

Online community:
 

8.000 followers on social pages dedicated to

Skateboarding;

 

27.683 followers on social pages dedicated to Street

Art;

 

86,7 % of young people love skateboarding;

 

(See annex 3.5 for further information)

 

The instruments that have been used for the market

research are: study of competitors, survey and

demographic, geographic, social and psychographic

research, through statistics. 

After a deep analysis, the result obtained is that

SkateArt key customers are young people, between

15 and 30 years, that are passionate about

skateboarding and street art. People who want to

have fun, that love meeting other people and going

to cultural events. They will be mostly students,

Italian and international. 

Moreover, Skateart will be focused also on other four

targets: children between 7 and 14 years old, through

fun activities created for them; the parents of the

customers as SkateArt has to guarantee that their

children are in a safe and controlled place; the

agencies of event planning of Rome that can

organize events enjoying SkateArt amazing space;

and politicians, because Skateart will promote the

legality of skateboarding and streetart.

 

EMBASSADOR

There are three main elements that make SkateArt

unique. First of all, the company will be working for

the good of the area. Secondly, it will be the first

skate park in Italy that has both indoor and outdoor

space. Thirdly, art represents a cornerstone of the

project proposal as the place will mix arts and sports.

Nowasays, it is a format that does not exist in Italy:

SkateArt will give the opportunity to live an

exceptional experience, never existed before in the

market.

There are three big skateparks in Italy: Pinbowl

Indoor Skatepark, Bunker Skatepark and El Nino

Skatepark. However, none of them can be considered

as a proper competitor. Indeed, SkateArt will be the

only one that combines in the core of the project

activities not stricly related with skateboarding.

SkateArt shares with them the idea that

skateboarding has to be accessible for everyone. As a

consequence, SkateArt will collaborate with them:

classes of skateboarding will be organized in

collaboration and teachers will be exchanged.

Furthermore, SkateArt will offer its indoor space

during winter time. This healthy coexistance and

cooperation will stimulate every center (including

SkateArt) to improve constanty and grow together, so

that the urban culture will gain in Italy the

importance it deserves.

(See annex 3.6 and 3.7 for further information)

COMPET I TORS  AND  COMPET I T I V E

ADVANTAGE

This is the right moment to develop SkateArt, an

unique project that can solve many problems: the

proposal of the rebuilding of an abandoned place

that has an important historic value in Rome; to give

the right importance to skateboarding, a sport that is

becoming more and more relevant during these

years and that in 2020 it will become an official sport

in the Olympic Games; to give a space to street artists

that will have walls to express their art; to reduce

vandalism, accidents and fines for the people that

practice these activities; to offer a place that

combines many services, as an indoor structure to

practice skateboarding and a cafeteria inside. that

are still missing in the market.

THE  I NDUSTRY  AND  THE  TRENDS
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4 . MARKET ING  S TRATEGY

The main objective of SkateArt marketing and communication campaign is to attract young people

from all social conditions to join and become members of SkateArt, and build a trustful relationship

with their parents. In order to reach it, SkateArt will promote skateboarding and street art in a valuable

way.

The context mentioned previously becomes the project SMART, due to the fact that SkateArt is

dealing with a social needs, art/cultural purposes and safety.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T

MARKET ING  OBJECT I VES

4  P ' S

PHYSICAL: costumer visit to

the service site

 

SPONSORS WEBSITE

 

SKATEART WEBPAGE

OFFLINE CHANNELS

 

ONLINE CHANNELS

 

PUBLIC RELATIONS

 

ADVERTISING

 

PERSONAL SELLING

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION:

10/20€

 

RENTABLE SPACE: APROX

€5000

 

SUMMER CAMP: €150

SKATE PARK

 

STREET ART SPACE

 

RENTABLE SPACE

 

SUMMER CAMP

 

MOVIE SERVICES
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(See annex 4.1 for further information)

 



COMMUN I CAT ION  S TRATEGY

 

Message
 

Because SkateArt has distinct targets, the message will differ

between the categories of audience,  in order to achieve more

efficient results. 

Young audience: Street art and skateboarding are ways to

express the inner world of young souls, they are trasgressive

activities that embrace the spirit of life. SkateArt is creating a

centre where everyone will feel as an owner and where its

community will be powerful.

Parents: Street art and skateboarding carry a stereotyped

image that does not represent them. They are powerful

activities that promote human development and creativity. By

combining them in a unique space, SkateArt is promoting

safety, fun and creativity.

The two targets will be reached using different channels.

 

 

 

 

 

 

OFFLINE CHANNELS
 

FLYERS

POSTERS

ADS IN BUS STOPS

AND METRO

STATIONS

 

 

 

 

 

ONLINE CHANNELS
 

SOCIAL MEDIAS

WEBSITE

HYPERLIN K IN

SPONOSOR'S

WEBSITE

VIDEO AND LIVES

AMBASSADOR

BANNERS ADS ON

YOUTUBE

 

 

 

 

 

PRESS
 

MAGAZINES AND

NEWSPAPERS (EX.

CORRIERE DELLA

SERA)

RADIOS (RTL 102.5)

PRESS REALESES

 

 

 

 

 

PUBLIC RELATIONS
 

INAUGUARTION

EVENTS

CONFERENCES

PRESS

CONFERENCES

DIVULGATION OF

ACTIVITIES AND

EVENTS

NEWSLETTERS

 

 

 

 

 

S TRATEG I E S
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Opening event
The inauguration will be the chance for SkateArt to show its costumers how

fundamental they will be in the life of centre and that they will be always involved

in the projects development. Therefore, an important street artist will be invited,

that will make together with the persons present the first of many mural

paintings, the first step to create the most colorful building in Rome.

 

 

(See annex 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 for further information)

 

 

 

 

 



“I know very well the area. As everyone, I think it is one of the most evident symbols of the wastefulness and political speculation
that exist in the Italian capital. Maybe find a humbler and less expensive purpose, such as a skate park, open to the young
people and that can be a meeting and socializing place”
Simone, 27 years old from the town of Giardinetti

 

“(...) It revealed itself as the usual lie by the city management. It should be necessary to know the costs for finishing it, but above
all someone should take the responsibility to do it, if not it would just be the continuing of the past public authorities. I would like
a polyfunctional structure, as the only thing present in this area are sport centres, another sport centre would be useless for us
of the neighbourhood.”
Fabio, 59 years old from Tor Vergata

Total surface area: 520.000 m2

Main building area: 30.000 m2

SkateArt will occupy about 2,3% of the total area: the

building will be 7000m2 (40% of the already existing

building) and the outside area will be 5000 m2.

SkateArt group SRL will not be in charge of the

reconstruction works and of the setting up of the skate

park, but will represent an advisory partner for the

Municipality of Rome, who will take care of it. and provide

a license to the team.

SkateArt aims at transforming the training swimming pool

stadium into an indoor skatepark. In the inner space, there

will also be the cafeteria, locker rooms, bathrooms,

common and chilling areas and rooms dedicated to the

conferences and workshops.  

The external building will be transformed into an outdoor

skatepark that will include quarters, mini ramps, half-

pipes and bowl. The walls around will be decorated by

street artists.

SkateArt is inviting the Municipality to renovate the space

into a multifuncional, active and creative centre, that then

will be managed by SkateArt young and ambitious team.

(See reference 5.1 and 5.2 for further information) 

5 . OPERAT ION  P LAN

LOCAT ION

SkateArt will be located in the Città dello Sport of Torvergata in Rome. The following description is a

proposal of the rebuilding for the Municipality of Rome that will take care about it 

The Città dello sport is an unfinished architectural structure originally destined to host the 2009 World

Swimming Championships, but it is now completely abandoned.
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HUMAN  RESOUCES

SKATEART

NEEDS MANAGEMENT
COSTUMER

CARE

MARKETTING
DEPARTEMNT

GENERAL
ADMINISTRATIVE

AND LEGAL
DEPARTMENT

SECURITY

CREATIVE
DEPARTMENT

IGENE

ARTISTS

SKATE
TEACHERS

Marketing department: two p/c, experts in communication,

marketing and PR from SkateArt Group SRL, and one intern.

 

General administrative and legal department: two np/c for

budgeting, planning, managing resources and work flow

processes.

 

Creative department: two p/c from SkateArt Group SRL, and

one intern.

 

Security: six p/c for site supervision, evacuation plan, use of

fire-fighting instruments.

 

Igene: two p/c cleaning employees.

 

Artists: twelve np/c artists for the masterclasses.

 

Skate teachers: five p/c teachers for basic, intermediate and

advance courses, as well as longboard classes.

 

(See reference 5.3 for further information)

p/c = permanent contracted  employees
np/c = non-permanent contracted employees
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T IME L I NE
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(See annex 5.4 for further information)

 

 



R I SK  ANALYS I S

R I SK SOLUT ION

No partnership with the municipality
SkateArt would be in charge of finding another

locatio (ex Indusrie Chimiche Farmaceutiche

Leo)

Delayed reconstruction works
There will be a clause in the contract with the

municipality regarding the payment of fines for

each month of delay.

Safety issues related to the ramps Monthy ramps check.

Skateboard accidents

Presence of the ambulance during the

competitions and first aid personelle the rest of

the time.

Bad weather conditions

If possible, the event/competition will be held

indoor; if not, the tickets price will be refund.

Security issues

Presence of an efficien security system.

Constantly monitored shifts. Cameras and alarm

system.

No artist

Contact another artist from  the preselected

established artists list or open call emerging artsists

list. If not possible, tickets will be refunded.

Allergies
Ingredients list well visible in the cafeteria

Problems with movie projection Two projector available, one as stock

14



Why invest in SkateArt?
 

SkateArt has the aim to give a new value to sport and art, by creating a young and fresh environment in

which people can feel free to express their inner world. Supporting the project means to believe in the

social value of art and sport, in the importance for the self-improvement. By having a diversity target

and a creating a strong and big community, the project will have an international impact, thanks also

to the popularity of skateboarding and street art.

 

What SkateArt will offer back?
 

-       Publicity in social medias;

-       Publicity in the entrance of the park;

-       Publicity in the Newsletter;

-       Logo in press material (flyers etc.);

-       Visibility of the logo in the press conference;

-       Logo in the merchandising products;

 

(See annex 5.5 and 5.6 for futher information)

SPONSORS

PARTNERS
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(See annex 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 for futher information)



6 . F I NANC IA L  P LAN
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The project has been assessed by

analysing   the market and similar

projects as, for example, the skate

park sponsored by Vans settled in

Milan, Italy, called Pinbowl skate

park. 

The annual reports and financials

of other skate parks in the market,

as Pinbowl and El Nino Skatepark,

helped us to arrange a realistic

forecast. 

 

The initial investment required

would amount to € 70.000, taking

into account the furniture and

equipment needed, as starting set

up, taxes, insurance and other

service costs.

 

Moreover, the capital invested by

the main business team will be of

€ 10.000 in total, mostly involved

in the creation of the company as

an LLC.

 

The first year,  sales revenue will be

of € 165.750  and will cover only

56% of the total initial expenses,

always considering also the

amount of 40% of the revenues

from the cafeteria.

 

The second year, sales will amount

to € 461.350 fully covering the

expenses and therefore being able,

at the very beginning of the year,

to reach already the break-even

point. 

 

Finally, in the third year sales will

bring the business a revenue of €

659.700, covering the annual

expenses with a net income of €

364.700.
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The business will reach the break-even

point at the beginning of the second year,

thanks to the implementation of the

summer camp and the revenue from the

subscriptions, Therefore, from then on, it will

be able to be self-financing. The amount of

units needed to reach the break-even point

will be of an average of 25% more than the

units calculated for the end of the first year.

The units needed will amount to 1072

together with the sales of the cafeteria of €

119.975, for a total sales revenue of €

295.000.

                                                               BALANCE SHEET FORECAST
 

The balance sheet at the very beginning of the project shows how the first investment will be used,

assumed to amount to € 70.000, and how the team’s capital and sponsorship will be employed. Both the

loans and the sponsorship will help to cover the furniture and equipment expenses, taxes, and insurance

FINANCING, USE AND SOURCES OF FUND
 

The SkateArt Group SRL will put a capital of € 10.000 in the creation of the business. For the project it may

be considered an initial investment of € 70.000, obtained either from the acceptance of the project from

the municipality of Rome, from angel investors, or as a bank loan. Then, in the balance sheet it is shown

the amount of money from our partnership with DC Shoes, of € 20.000. These two sources of funds, will

help us cover the main initial expenses such as furniture and equipment needed, insurance, and taxes.

Finally, € 10.000 of the money provided by the sponsorship will be assessed for the creation of the logo

and the marketing and advertising expenses.



7 . SUSTA INAB I L I T Y  

P LAN

SkateArt Group SRL wants to be in line with the times, therefore has to face

sustainability and its aspects: good working conditions, environmental protection

and the promotion of a healthy lifestyle. SkateArt belives that a company does

not only sell products or services, but also the sustainability of the process behind

it.

SkateArt recognizes that developing environmental awareness and reducing the

impact during the production, implementation and management of its projects

strengthens its core mission and help influencing a positive change for the

community. 

SkateArt Sustainability Plan presents formats and steps aimed at reaching this

goal. 

(See annex 7 for further information)
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The goals that SkateArt Group sets itself already from its first year of life will be: first, keep the social

pages constantly updated day by day, adding interesting content and stories about members and

volunteers of the company. Then, monitor the subscription rates and the physical presence in the

skate park involving the participants in online and offline surveys to know directly from the

customers how SkateArt should improve. Renew the Torvergata neighborhood, attracting more

people to the area and giving new life to part of an abandoned building with the purpose of

launching the first initiative of a long list to get to a transformation of the whole unused building.

Finally, becoming the main place dedicated to street art and skateboarding at a time in Italy,

throughout the online action of influencers belonging to the fields of street art and skateboarding

to bring a massive, customized audience to SkateArt.

The financial purpose of SkateArt is to work every year more efficiently, with a constantly increasing

number of people to share and support its actions and activities. In fact, the revenue forecast has

been made on a realistic basis, with the exact numbers of units per activity, the precise prices per

unit, and the final amounts of money that the company will gain every year. In the end, with the

addition of the activity of the summer camp from the second year on, the revenues will allow

SkateArt to be a self-sufficient and effective business already in the first half of the second year.

8 . EVALUAT ION  P LAN

FINANCIAL PURPOSE
 

 

MAIN GOALS
 

 
The assistance to activities and number of memberships

will clearly show the success of the project. Online and

offline surveys will  help to know directly from the

customers how SkateArt should improve. 

The first step to reach it for the Municipality yo trasform

the building, then SkateArt will implement the rest.
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Raise awareness about street culture Organize different types of activities and events that

attracts different target profiles the message will be

wide spread. Key influencers belonging to the field will

help to involve others to take relevant action. Costumer

satisfaction surveys and feedbacks will help to overview

the process.

Create a lively community around Tor

Vergata

Being a self-sufficient and effective business already

starting from the first half of the second year.

Efficiency and self-sufficiency




